Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory has designed and constmcted a test stand to improve the voltage regulation in our Flash X-Ray (FXR) accelerator cell.
I. FXR Performance and Limitations
The LLNL FXR is an induction linear accelerator that produces pulsed x-rays and is used regularly and reliably on explosive experiments since it completion in 1982. In recent years FXR has been incrementally improved, adding double-pulse capability, increasing dose, and reducing x-ray spot-size [l] .
The accelerator generates a 3 kA electron beam with 17 MeV of energy. Our present pulse length is about 70 ns. the dose at 1 m is over 400 Rad, and the spot-size is in the lower 2 mm range (full-width half-maximum).
Based on results regarding dose and x-ray spot-size from DARHT [2] and other accelerators, we believe that we could further improve the performance of FXR. In 2001 during the construction of a very large explosive containment facility, the accelerator was not needed for physics experiments. We had the opportunity to study the limitations of FXR along with colleagues from the LLNL Beam Research Program.
A large number of measurements were completed that included, time-resolved electron and x-ray beam-size, beam emittance at the injector and at the end of the accelerator, cell voltage, target-beam interactions, and effect of different injector settings. To understand electron energy variations. cell voltage measurements were compared against time-resolved electron energy measurements made the previous year. The energy measurement was made possible by the loan of equipment and personnel from the DARHT Project at Los Alamos National Lab.
Incorporating the results from the measurement campaign, computer modeling of the electronic beam at the final focus magnet identified two areas of improvement that might significantly impact x-ray spotsize: beam energy variations and beam emittance. From our diagnostic experience, we also understood that the performance of FXR as a system of many components needed optimizing. For example, timing jitter between accelerator cells was too high. Hence, a third area for improvement was added FXR as a system. 
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9(W matches in the cell and pulse-power system creates a much more dynamic process than the name "loading" implies.
The beam emittance appears to be high out of the injector and the accelerator's contribution seems to be small. An effort is underway to design a new lower emittance cathode head.
It is difficult to further diagnose the FXR accelerator because of the busy experimental shot schedule. A limited number of measurements have been completed to characterize the performance of the FXR system.
Components that need adjustment or replacement have been identified. These activities are being accomplished during the FXR down-time on the production schedule.
We are working on altemate designs to produce a more mono-energetic beam. Because of the limitation of the computers and codes, the voltage variation problems were not fully modeled when the accelerator was designed more than 20 years ago. Now, we have better modeling capabilities, diagnostic equipment, and design experience gained from the development of other accelerators. Both the pulse-power system and accelerator cell can be improved. Our approach is to generate a well-regulated voltage pulse of sufficient length and transport it to the cell while minimizing early reflections. This should also mitigate reflections associated with the beam-induced pulse. Given the high demands for our production radiography machine, it was decided that altemative designs could not be evaluated on FXR. Instead, we constructed a Singlecell Test Stand that would allow new designs to be studied without interfering with the shot schedule or jeopardizing FXR reliability.
Test Stand
A drawing of the Single-cell Test Stand is shown in Figure 1 . The pulse-power system consists of a Marx generator (shown on left) and a Blumlein under the cell. Time isolation lines are in the upper arms of the "Y" structure. The attached to the center of the cell is a beam load simulator. The passive design has been tested. An active load which can be switched on at any time is being designed. The pulse-power load resistors are located at the top and bottom of the cell.
Wherever possible, spare FXR parts were used in the construction of the Test Stand. The cell is an unused unit. The Marx generator normally feeds four Blumleins/cells, hut the one for the Test Stand was modified to fire into only one cell. The Stand was constructed in the high-bay of the FXR accelerator so that the auxiliary systems (such air conditioning, water cooling, high dielectric-strength oil. deionized water, electrical power, and vacuum) could be provided by existing FXR equipment, shows the pulse-power system, cell, and beam load simulator that being used to evaluate new designs with improved voltage regulation.
The Test Stand pulse-power system incorporated changes in the Marx that increases reliability of erection.
The power supplies were also upgraded so the Marx could be quickly charged and fired to support longevity testing of new components. Not shown are the trigger systems for the Marx and Blumlein. These were designed to produce very low jitter to study the effect of timing changes between the Marx and Blumleim. at the cell load-resistor is measured by a geometric voltage divider built into the resistor. The output of the cell at the gap is monitored by D-dot sensors, and the electric field uniformity can be checked. The state of the ferrite is estimated from B-dot sensors that measure current. these components so in total they create less than a 1% voltage variation Signals from the sensors are recorded on high-speed digitizers. Twelve channels are sampled at 5 GSls, and 4 channels at 20 GSls. The record length is greater than 2 ps so that we can view the whole process of charging, firing. and ring-down anywhere on the Test Stand. The different digitizers are synchronized so that absolute time and timing jitter can be accurately determined.
The data collection process has been automated. Computers retrieve the waveforms from the digitizers and a server suppoIts data sharing by the experimentalists and analysts.
The Test Stand has been in operation for about 6 months. The data we have analyzed is invaluable for improving the performance of FXR. longer line
III. Test Stand Studies
The goal of the Test Stand studies is to generate a voltage pulse at the acceleration gap that varies by no more than 1% for a duration that encompasses most of the beam, about 60 ns. This includes the contribution for the beam-induced voltage.
The studies are listed in The resistor is connected to the conductor through a gas switch. This will allow us to change the timing between the cell voltage and beam "loading". The TDR measurement configuration is shown in Figure 3 . A 50R air-line is attached to the cell with the center conductor passing through the middle of the cell. The TDR measurements allow us to quantify the impedance of each internal component and exactly locate in time and position the mismatches. We can open the covers at different locations along the transmission lines and short out sections, since this is a low-power diagnostic. Each shorted area or component can then be temporally correlated to features on the waveform. While work is proceeding on the Test Stand, highbandwidth measurements have been completed on FXR to determine machine performance. Analysis of the data points to unique problems that cannot be answered on the Test Stand. An example is the effect of the composite voltage changes from the ten cells on the injector diode. The FXR beam and cell diagnostic system is being upgraded with more channels and higher bandwidth digitizers. This upgrade will improve both the reliability and performance of FXR.
We want to acknowledge the contributions of Blake Kreitzer, Don Fleming, Jim Bowman, and other mechanical and electronic personnel who worked hard to build the Test Stand. We especially want to thank Brian Guidry for his insights crafted from his high-bandwidth FXR measurements and analysis.
IV. SUMMARY
LLNL has built a Single-cell Test Stand to evaluate design options for improving FXR voltage regulation of the pulse-power system and in the acceleration cell. A large number of enhancements are being studied including better control of the Mam voltage, flatter Blumlein pulse, impedance matching of the components including the cell, longer ferrite operation, and reduced timing jitter. In order to produce a smaller x-ray beam and maintain reliability, other components on FXR must also be upgraded or tuned-up, such as a low-emittance cathode and timing of the different accelerator cells.
